
To : Sj^.ft-Gr.

Dear Friends,

For the time "being please reply to

LCGR

39 Chippenham Ed
LONDON W9

27 November 198U

For an Alliance of the Dispossessed 1

We are writing to you as the result of an exploratory meeting
held between representatives of the Labour'Party'Black Section, the Socialist
Disability Action Group, and delegates from the Labour Campaign for Gay Rights.
The meeting was organised in order to take further informal discussions at this
year's Labour Party Conference, concerning the need to establish an alliance

^J of those dispossessed of their rightful share of the power in the labour move
ment.

Women, black people, lesbians and gay men all suffer oppression in
society for what we are. People with disabilities suffer an effectively total
exclusion from the labour movement in addition to their own direct-.-oppression.
The whole history of our separate struggles has shown that the white, able-bodied
heterosexual men who control the labour movement have to be fought all the way
before they will concede any of us our rightful place in the movement - although
together we represent a clear majority of the working class ! Until now, although
we have each verbally recognised the legitimacy of the demands of the other org
anisations of the oppressed, we have allowed those who control the Labour Party
and unions to establish a hierarchy of oppression. We have for instance competed
with each other for the support of progressive sections of the Labour Party in
the struggle for conference policy - or even to get onto the agenda. The best
organised and longest established have made the greatest advances, in particular
the struggle around women's :,representation in the Labour Party. Disabled com
rades have only just begun to organise themselves in the Labour Party. But for
all the great differences between our oppressions, our demands and the place we
hold within the labour movement, we share two crucial features : the labour move
ment mirrors the oppression we suffer in capitalist society ; and although our
experiences differ widely, none of us has come near achieving our goals. We
believe therffore that we have in common a demand for a labour movement that

truly represents the aspirations of all the oppressed. An alliance of the dis
possessed would not only benefit us all : it would also begin to challenge in
a fundamental way the whole power structrre of the movement which currently ex
cludes us.

We understand that there would be many difficulties. We will have
to overcome our own racism, sexism, hettrotrexism and the total excrusion of
people with disabilities from our concerns. We will have to overcome deep mis
understandings and distrust. We will have to learn to understand and support
the demands of other oppressed people as well as our own. But we believe' that
if we can begin to establish a national and local coordination of our organis
ations around immediate goals such as conference resolutions as our first target
we will find effective ways of working together to our mutual benefit both at
national and local levels.

We realise that much detailed discussion will be necessary to estab
lish the precise goals and methods of working of such an alliance. We are not
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asking that any of our organisations surrender any of their rights to formul
ate our own demands, to organise how and where we choose, and to pursue our
own campaigns. Our different oppressions and our different situations demand
no less. But we firmly believe that it is an urgent necessity to establish a
more formal alliance if we are to place all our demands where they belong, at
the heart of the labour movement and at the.heart of the socialist struggle.

The Labour Campaign for Gay Rights and the Black Section have already
formally endorsed this project. We ask that you also discuss this as a matter
of priority, and send representatives to a further meeting, which will take
place at County Hall, London on Friday December ik at 7 pm.* We would ask
that these representatives be empower- to discuss the practical realities of
our alliance.

Yours in solidarity and struggle,

Marc Wadsworth, Vice chair, Black Sectian national steering committee

Liz Cantell

Tony Morrison

Paul Canning
Ttobie Glenny Labour Campaign for Gay Rights
Peter Purton

Socialist Disability Action Group

* The meeting will take place in County Hall : the room will be booked in the
name of LCGR and will be available at visitor's reception.
Access : there is a disabled entrance which is on the Westminster Bridge Road
side, and disabled parking by this entrance from which the entrance is level.
Wheelchairs should be available at this entrance. The main enyrance next to
the main car park (one step onto pavement) has one step then five steps then '
revolving doors. From the entrance hall there are another 6 steps to the lift.
These steps are the only ones with a handrail. There are disabled toilets on
the ground floor.
Anyone wanting help with trip from station etc, please ring LCGR on 01 286 9692,
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday afternoons. A sign language interpreter can be
arranged by ringing this number.


